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Ío tiili vigon?, it mai cºncern: 
i wn that I, GEORGE WESTING 
a citizen of the United States, and a esident (**:Pittsburg, in the county of Alle 

eny and State of Pennsylvania, have made 
JAV and ill:eful invention in Rotary En 

of Stieh the following is a specifica 
his is ention relates to rotary engines. 

jers of this invention is the produc 
ala. aficient, relatively simple and 

engine employing sliding or pisi Os. 
ter object of this invention is the 
in of a collabound engine of this ich isešicient and Compact. 

i’ihi’ object is the production of sinn - 
{ &ficient governing or controlling ii ?D; }' eigines of this class. 
... still it 'tier object is the production of 
eggie of this class in which the ends of 

it is: {} as : 'e reduced to a lininimum size. 
Ties and other objects, which will 

ify a year to those skilled in this art. I 
- Y areails of the apparatus described : ::: ?}}?{:: 

- accompanying and forming a part 
kii is a plication, and throughout which 
il:3' eleinents are denoted by like charac 

e d’a Wings, Figure l is a sectional 
iQI) takel on the line Ä–Ä. in Fig. 2 

ially on tile lies 3-B and C-C 
ig. 2 is a cross-sectional view 
line D-D in Fig. 1: Fig. 3 is 

sectional view taken on the lines 
iki 4-H in Fig. 1 ; and Fig. 4 is a 

i section of a portion of the governing 
3-ËS QË Fig. 2. - 
he engine consists of high and low pres 

ire politions arranged within a common 
sig, wylich consists of a cylinder or casing 
provided with a base portion 6 and cored 

er chamber 7 connecting the high and 
19 in 'eb?ited or otherwise Secured with 
is ºf the casing and through these 

The shaft 10 is 
led within suitable ball 

ti?? 12 cal'ried in Standards, 
ily with he heads. The ball i ?ili ti 

h - :ressure er: s 

ailié, iiigi-pres 
i 

fication and illustrated in the 

iš epioyed in this engine taken on the 

ions within the apper half to form a 
Y pressire portions. End pieces or heads 

i by Means of suit 

sure portion of the casing, and low-pressure 
drum 15 is carried by shaft 10 within the low 
pressure portion of the casing. Each drum 
is formed in the nature of a sphere, or more 
truly in the nature of a double truncated 
sphere, the end walls of which are perpen 
dicular to the shaft-axis. Piston-ways 16 
are turned in the drums and extend from end 
to end thereof. The drums, which, after 
being machined, are in the form of a double 
truncated sphere, in their formation, are 
cast in the nature of spheres with openings 
? cored therethrough from end to end for the purpose of cutting down the weight. A 
shaft hole is drilled through the drums from 
end to end, and the ends are faced off in two 
planes perpendicular to the axis of the shaft. 
After this is done, the drums are chucked 
and the piston-ways are cut in a laithe. It 
will be seen that this forms the bottom of 
each piston-Way concentric with the outer 
periphery of the drum and is an extremely 
cheap and simple method of manufacture. 
The drins are keyed or otherwise secured to shaft 10. . . . . 
The walls at the ends of both cylinders ex 

tend into the cylinders in the nature of 
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sleeves which surround the shaft and whose 
outer cylindrical surfaces 18 are eccentric 
thereto. A bushing 19 loosely surrounds each 
cylindrical eccentric surface, and, resting oil 
the blishing is a flanged sleeve 20, the flange 
portion 21 of which is formed separately 
therefrom and secured thereto by means of 
Screws 22. Between the onte' surface of 
each flange 21 and the inner wall of the 
easing, which at that point is cylindrical, 
split packing rings 23 are interposed. These 
packing rings fit in grooves crit in the flange 
portion and bear snugly against the inner 
surface of the cylinder and remain station 
ary in relation thcreto, Slidably fitting 
within each piston-way is a piston 24 whose 
inner surface is concave to conform to the 
bottom of the way. The outer face of each 
piston, which is convex, is grooved to receive 
packing strips. Ol' member's 25. The packing 
strips or members 25 for each piston are 
tral portion of which is riveted or otherwise 
secured to the piston, while the outer por 
tions are free to play in and out radially, 
and are led out by centrifugal force, to 
pack the joint between the cylinder and pisí CF. - 

The end of each piston is stillared, as 

formed in three parts r portions, the cen 
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shown in Fig. 1, and the inner faces rest in 
contact with sleeves 20 while the outer faces 
rest in contact with the flange portions 21 
of said sleeves. Steam flows to the spaces 
behind the flanges 21 and between them and 
the ends of the cylinders, so that the inner 
faces of the flanges are held in contact with 
the drums and piston ends. From the fact 
that the faces of the fianges in contact with 
the piston ends are eccentric to the paths 
of travel of the pistons, a ground fit is con 
stantly maintained. Owing to the eccen 
tricity of the sleeves 20, with relation to the 
shaft, the pistons, when not moved by cen 
trifugal force, are moved in and out radially, 
relative to the axes of the pistons, and into 
contact with the inner surfaces of the cylin 
ders. In order to reduce the wear between the 
packing members 25 and the inner surfaces 
of the cylinders and to equalize the strains 
due to the centrifugal force of the pistons, 
rings 27, fitting within cylindrical chanbers 
28 eccentric to the shaft, are utilized. These 
rings bear against the outer ends of all of 
the pistons at their centers and are caused 
to float within their housings by means of 
steam pressure admitted behind them near 
the steam inlets to the high and low pres 
sure sections. The rings are provided with 
packings 29, located at opposite ends, which 
tend to confine the steam behind the rings 
and maintain an equal steam pressure be 
tween them and the back walls of the chann 
bers. The pistons are kept tight within their 
respective ways by nieans of packings 30. 
Each of these packings consists of a circular 
V-shaped channel cut into the side of the 
way and into which is inserted a prism shaped metal packing strip. Centrifugal 
force tends to move this radially and on 
strip-slot the strip is forced in constant con 
tact with the piston by centrifugal force and 
steam pressure. The shaft 10, which is 
stepped and flanged as illustrated in Fig. 1 
for obvious purposes of manufacture, car 
ries a series of packing rings 31 which bear 
against the inner surface of the eccentrics. 
The steau or other notive fluid for oper 

ating the engine enters the high-pressure 
cylinder through a valved, inlet port 33, 
which extends around the cylinder, as shown 
by dotted lines at 34, Fig. 2, and is provided 
with a regulating valve 35. The steau; after 
entering the inlet port expands in the grad 
tially-increasing steam space, rotates the 
high-pressure drun in the direction of the 
arrow in Fig. 2 and exhausts through ex 
haust port 36, shown in Fig. 2 partially in 
dotted lines. The exhaust steam from the 
high-pressure cylinder passes through the 
receiver chamber 7 to the inlet port 37 to 
the low-pressure section, and, in passing 

account of the outer angle of the wall of the 

985, 343 

through the low-pressure section drives the 
drum 15 in the samme direction as drum 14 
and exhausts through the exhaust port 38. In order to prevent any leakage of steam 
to the atmosphere around the shaft at the 
opposite ends of the engine, ports or ducts 
() lead from annular Îeakåge grooves 41, . 
formed at the center of each end packing de 
vice for the shaft, to the exhaust port 38 for 
the low-pressure cylinder. 

Inlet valve 35, which is illustrated in Fig. 
4, consists of a double-beat puppet valve pro 
vided with a cylindrical projection 42, which, extends into a cylindrical chamber 43, 
formed in the valve casing to receive the 
same. The valve stem 44, which extends 
through a suitable guide, is surrounded by 

80 

a helical spring 45 made adjustable by means 
of adjusting nuts 46 threaded on said stem. 
The cylinder 42 may either loosely fit into 
the cylindrical 43 to provide a leak 
age passage around it or, as shown in the drawing, a leakage port 47, adjustable by 
means of a valve screw 48 may be provided 
in order that the oute end of the cylindrical 
projection at times will be subjected to a 
pressure equal to the pressure within the 
valve casing proper. When the pressure in 
the chamber 43 equals the pressure in the 
valve chamber proper, the valve is balanced, 
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except for the area of the valve stem and, 
under these conditions, spring 45 yieldingly 
Its and holds the valve from its seat so that 

steam will be admitted through the inlet 
port of the engine. The chamber 43 below 100 
cylindrical projection 42, by means of ports 
and passages 49, connects with an annular. 
recess 50, formed in the shaft 10. Radially 
(lrilled holes 51 connect annular recess 50 
with a passage 52, located centially of the 
shaft, and which, by means of radially 
drilled holes 53, and an annular recess 54, 
formed in the shaft, and a passage 55, drilled 
through the upper portion of the casing, con 
nect with the receiver chamber between the 
two cylinders. As, by means of the ports 
and passages just described connecting the 
chamber 43 with the receiver chamber, the 
inner end of cylindrical projection 42 is 
normally subjected to a pressure lower than 
the pressure within the alve casing proper, 
owing to the fact that leakage port 47 is ad 
justed so as to be smaller than the ports 49, 
etc., the valve 35 is held to its seat and the 
steam supply to the high-pressure cylinder 
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is ct of Spring 45is adjusted šo that 
when the ports and passages 49 are open to 
the receiver pressure, the pressure tending 
to close the valve 35 will overcome the tend 
ency of spring 45 to open the valve. , 
The engine, shaft 10 has a hole drilled at its center and extending from its end adja. 

cent to the high-pressure section to the radial - 
ports or assages 53. Within this hole suit 
able bushings (51 and (62 are driven and a pin 
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prises a floating ring and a flanged ring con- element located eccentrically within said cas 
centric there with and provided with packing 
strips which engage the interior face of said 
chamber. 12. In a rotary engine, a casing, a clhamber 
within said casing, a rotor element located 
within said chamber, radially slidable pis 
tons mounted on said element, a floating ring 
surrounding said rotor and engaging said 
pistons, and a fluid packing between said 
ring and said casing. 

13. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor 
element, radially movable pistons carried by 
said rotor element aind a floating ring engag 
ing said pistons and located between said 
pistons and Said casing. 

14. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor 
element, movable pistons mounted on said 
element and a ring engaging the outer ends 
of said pistons, 15. In a rotary engine, a casing, rotor 
element, movable pistons mounted on said 
element, packing strips located between said 
pistons and said casing and a floating ring 
engaging the outei' ends of said pistons. 

16. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor 
element, movable pistons mounted on Said 
element, packing strips located between said 
rotor and said casing and a floating ring en 
gaging the outer ends of Said pistons, 

17. in a rotary engine, a casing, a l'otor 
element located eccentrically within said cas 
ing, pistons carried by said rotor, a member 
located eccentrically of said rotor and eli 
gaging with said pistons to move them 
radially and a floating ring engaging said 
pistons and located between them and said 
casing. 

18. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor 

ing, a plurality of independently movable 
pistons carried by said element, members lo 
cated at each end of said element for moving 
said pistons radially and means engaging 
said pistons and operating to counteract the 
centrifugal force. 

19. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor 
element located eccentrically within said cas 
ing, a plurality of independently movable 
pistons callied by Said element, means, lo 
cated at each end of said element, for mov 
ing said pistons l'adially, and means, com 
mon to all of said pistons, for counteracting 
the centrifugal force and decreasing the 
friction between said pistons and said casing. 

20. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor 
element located eccentrically within said cas 
ing, a plurality of independently movable 
pistons carried by said element, means for 
moving said pistons radially of said element 
and means, common to all of said pistons, for counterbalancing the centrifugal force 
and relieving the fiction between said pis 
ton and said casing. 21. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor 
element located within said casing, a plu 
rality of independently movable pistons ca'- 
ried by said element, means for moving said 
pistons radially and means, common to all 
of Said pistons, for counteracting the cen 
trifugal force. 

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto 
subscribed my name this sixth day of April, 
1906. 

GE (). VVESTINGHOUSE. 
Witnesses: 

DAVID WILLIAMS, 
E. W. McCALLISTER. 
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